1. Introduction

The economic viability of thermoelectric (TE) technology continues to majorly impede its widespread applicability. This is primarily due to the relatively low energy conversion efficiency of TEs coupled with high fabrication costs. Thus, ongoing research for the commercialization of TE devices is mostly driven in two directions: (i) enhancing the performance of the TE materials by optimizing the transport properties and (ii) improving the synthesis methods for reduced cost and scalability. The dimensionless TE figure-of-merit ($ZT$) is a fundamental parameter used to evaluate the TE transport properties of p and n-type thermoelements, which is expressed as $ZT = \frac{\alpha^2 \sigma}{\kappa} T$; where $\alpha$, $\sigma$, and $\kappa$ represent the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity at the absolute temperature ($T$), respectively. These thermoelements accompanying metallic interconnects are arranged as an array of thermocouples to form a TE device.

For almost seven decades, materials based on bismuth telluride, Bi$_x$Te$_y$, have led the pursuit for high $ZT$ at near room-temperature. They are widely used nowadays in commercialized Peltier devices operational in this temperature regime for practical cooling applications and appear promising to power ubiquitous sensors and wearable devices in the future. As an n-type narrow band semiconductor, Bi$_x$Te$_y$ crystallizes in the tetradymite Bi$_x$Te$_y$S-type structure with rhombohedral symmetry, and exhibits very high $ZT$ values in the lower temperature range of 300–500 K. In bulk Bi$_x$Te$_y$, using isoelectronic dopants, Sb at the Bi-site as (Bi$_{1-x}$Sb)$_x$Te$_y$ for p-type and Se at the Te-site as Bi$_x$(Te$_{1-x}$Se)$_x$ for n-type, the most effective substitution was found to be Bi$_{0.5}$Sb$_{1.5}$Te$_3$ and
Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$, exhibiting desirable transport properties and the best ZT.\textsuperscript{6}

The advent of nanostructuring techniques and the broadly recognized effect of quantum confinement on TE transport properties\textsuperscript{24–26} have stimulated extensive research on nanostructure formation, which has been explored for Bi$_2$Te$_3$\textsuperscript{24–26} and its optimal doped compositions\textsuperscript{27–32} to decouple the inversely correlated electrical and thermal transport. Accordingly, Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based nanostructures attained by mechanical alloying\textsuperscript{26,22–24,28–30} melt spinning,\textsuperscript{31,30–32} and wet chemical approaches\textsuperscript{13–18,24–26} have been reported. Simultaneously, powder metallurgical techniques for bulk fabrication have been improved to prevent grain growth during sintering by applying higher heating rates using spark plasma sintering (SPS) as compared to conventional hot pressing.\textsuperscript{33} These strategies have led to an unprecedented boost in TE performance, particularly in p-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials, where ZT > 1 was widely reported in lower temperature regimes.\textsuperscript{15,27,28,30} On the other hand, it has been commonly observed that higher ZT in polycrystalline samples of n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$ alloys is more difficult to achieve, and these materials are bound to exhibit inferior ZT values, resulting in relatively inefficient modules or devices.\textsuperscript{6} This is largely due to the difficulties in simultaneously suppressing the intrinsic bipolar conduction and $\kappa$ while maintaining the higher carrier mobility.\textsuperscript{6} Thus, significant research efforts have been directed towards ZT enhancement of n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based alloys.\textsuperscript{15–22,29–32}

To attain improved performances using low-cost fabrication in optimal Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ unconventional nanostructuring approaches have gained much attention in the recent years.\textsuperscript{15–21,29–32} In this context, wet chemical processing is a particularly attractive route for attaining low-dimension nanostructures in a more cost- and energy-effective manner compared to conventional melting-based solid-state reaction methods.\textsuperscript{15–18} Recently, we demonstrated a bottom-up colloidal synthesis of high-quality complex metal chalcogenide nanoparticle on a large scale.\textsuperscript{34} In the current study, we broaden the scope of this synthesis to produce nanoplatelet (NP) building blocks to form a high-performance n-type TE alloy through SPS. A maximum ZT = 1 at 373 K was obtained in the nanostructured bulk alloy with $ZT_{\text{avg}} = 0.93$ (300–473 K), making the resultant TE material a promising counterpart of highly efficient and available p-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$ based alloys. The detailed structural characterization, theoretical calculations, and transport property measurements were correlated to present the synthesized bulk nanostructured Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ alloys for low temperature TE applications.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Reagents

Hexadecylamine (HDA, 95.0%, TCI), bismuth(III) acetate (Bi(ac)$_3$, 99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), diphenyl diselenide (Ph$_2$Se$_2$, 97%, TCI), and diphenyl ditelluride (Ph$_2$Te$_2$, 97%, Acros Organics) were used as received. Analytical reagent grade absolute ethanol and toluene were obtained from Fisher Scientific.

2.2 Colloidal synthesis of Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles

The synthesis was carried out using standard Schlenk line techniques. In a typical experiment, HDA (60.0 g, 249 mmol), Bi(ac)$_3$ (4.91 g, 12.7 mmol), Ph$_2$Se$_2$ (0.328 g, 1.05 mmol), and Ph$_2$Te$_2$ (3.82 g, 9.45 mmol) were loaded into a 250 mL three-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar, thermocouple, condenser, and vacuum adapter. The mixture was heated to 90 °C under Ar with continuous stirring to melt HDA and to homogenize the reagents. The low boiling liquids, such as possible water and acetic acid admixtures, were removed by degassing the mixture at 90 °C for 3 h. Then, the flask was rapidly heated to 300 °C under Ar and heated at this temperature for 1 h to react the Bi, Te, and Se precursors. Next, the resultant grey-black reaction mixture was cooled to 70 °C and diluted with 100 mL of toluene under stirring. After cooling to room temperature, the resultant NPs were precipitated by the addition of a solvent mixture consisting of toluene and ethanol (3 : 1) and collected by centrifugation at 9000 rpm for 5 min. The solid was washed twice with the same solvent mixture and again collected by centrifugation. After drying in vacuum, the NPs were homogenized using an agate mortar and pestle to provide as-synthesized optimally doped Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ NPs (≈4.6 g; −92%) as powder.

2.3 Consolidation of Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles into bulk material by SPS

Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ NPs were compacted into macroscopic bulk pellets by employing rapid heating rates. The NPs were loaded on a graphite die having a single layer of graphite foil placed between the graphite plungers and the inner periphery of the die to prevent sample sticking onto the die during sintering. The sintering profile as shown in Fig. S1† comprises three continuous stages after vacuum ≈0.1 mbar is created in the chamber. In the first stage, both temperature and pressure were raised simultaneously up to 573 K and 50 MPa, respectively, before sintering. Subsequently, pressure was maintained and the temperature was gradually increased up to 623 K in the second stage and without holding, finally cooled to room-temperature in the third stage. The average ramp rates for heating and cooling were ca. 50 K min$^{-1}$ and 100 K min$^{-1}$, respectively. The previous reports on the correlation of sintering parameters (i.e., peak temperature, holding time, and ramp rates) with transport properties were taken into account to determine the optimal sintering conditions that prevent grain growth and attain maximal density.\textsuperscript{24,27,28,32} The pelletization was carried out by heating up to 623 K without any holding time and applying a uniaxial pressure of 50 MPa under a vacuum of ≈0.1 mbar to avoid oxidation. The relative density of the obtained disk-shaped pellet with dimensions of 12.7 mm × 2 mm was measured to be 95% using the Archimedes principle (822e Mettler Toledo).

2.4 Characterization

The morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a Helios NanoLab 450S DualBeam microscope.
(FEI). The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected using an X’Pert PRO diffractometer (PANalytical) set at 45 kV and 40 mA and equipped with CuKα radiation and a PIXcel detector. The XRD patterns were matched to the International Centre for Diffraction Data database PDF-4+ (ICDD): 04-020-9373 using HighScore software package (PANalytical). High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM), selected-area electron diffraction (SAED), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in STEM mode (STEM-EDX) were performed using a JEM-ARM200F cold FEG probe and image aberration corrected microscope, operated at 200 kV and equipped with a large-angle CENTURIO EDX detector.

2.5 Thermoelectric measurement

The measurements were performed in directions parallel (cross plane) and perpendicular (in-plane) to the pressing direction as shown in Fig. S2a.† All obtained values are the average of at least three replicates.

For thermal diffusivity (D) measurement, a circular disc specimen diameter of 12.7 mm, and thickness of 2 mm, as shown in Fig. S2b,† were used with a laser flash analyzer (LFA 1000, Linseis). Due to the disk-shaped sample requirement, the thermal diffusivity measurements were conducted only along the cross-plane direction. Simultaneously, specific heat measurements (C_p) were carried out using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC 404 F3 Pegasus, Netzsch). The rectangular bars with approximate dimensions of 10 × 2 × 2 mm, as shown in Fig. S2c,† were cut from the bulk fabricated disc to prepare the specimens for electrical measurements along the cross-plane and in-plane directions. The four-probe DC method (ZEM-3, ULVAC-RIKO) was used to measure the σ and α in a low-pressure He environment with temperatures ranging from 300 to 473 K. The room temperature Hall measurement was carried out with a magnetic field strength of 0.5 T, and the carrier concentration (n) and mobility (μ) were calculated from the equations: \( R_h = 1/n\sigma \), and \( \sigma = e\mu \), where \( e \) is the electrical charge of the electron. The observational error due to relative uncertainty in the transport properties measurement was ± 6% for thermal diffusivity, ± 5% for electrical conductivity, ± 5% for Seebeck coefficient, ± 10% for specific heat, and ± 1% for density. The propagation of error due to instrumental precision in thermal conductivity, power factor, and ZT is expressed in the graphs using error bars.

2.6 Computational details

We performed ab initio calculations for computing the electronic properties of the bulk \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \). The electronic structure was calculated using the Siesta DFT package. The core electrons were modelled using norm-conserving fully-relativistic pseudopotentials from the PseudoDojo online database, while valence electrons from s, p, and semi-core d orbitals were modelled using the TZP basis set during geometry optimization. For band structure calculations, basis sets were fitted to reproduce semiconductor band structures from more rigorous plane wave calculations. The exchange and correlation terms were modelled using Perdew–Wang 91 functional and the reciprocal space was sampled using Monkhorst–Pack grid up to \( 71 \times 71 \times 15 \) k-points. Spin–orbit coupling was modelled within on-site approximation of Ferrer. Electronic structure calculations were performed on a conventional unit cell of hexagonal crystalline lattice. The starting coordinates of atoms and lattice vectors were taken from experimental measurements for \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \). Atomic positions were relaxed until forces per atom were below 0.01 eV Å⁻¹. Doping with Se was modelled within a virtual crystal approximation. To implement it within Siesta, we placed virtual atoms, equivalent to a 9 : 1 Te/Se ratio, at all Te sites. The pseudopotential corresponding to the virtual atom was constructed by mixing pseudopotentials of Te and Se using the Mixps tool of Siesta distribution. To account for thermal expansion, electronic structure calculations were performed for a unit cell, and corrected using polynomial fits for expansion coefficients to experimental data for pure \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_3 \) as a major component.

TE transport coefficients were estimated within Boltzmann transport theory using the BoltzTraP2 package. Constant relaxation time approximation was used to extract the following transport coefficients: \( \alpha \) (Seebeck coefficient), \( \sigma / \epsilon \) (normalized electric conductivity), and \( \kappa / \sigma \) (normalized electronic contribution to thermal conductivity). The average relaxation time \( \tau = 8.4 \) fs was estimated by fitting the theoretical electric conductivity to the experimental measurements at 300 K. This agrees well with the known relaxation time of 10 fs for bulk \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_3 \). The power law of electron–phonon relaxation time \( \tau \sim T^{-3/2} \) was used to model its temperature dependence.

For direct comparison of theoretical calculations with our experimental measurements we estimated transport coefficients at the values of chemical potential, corresponding to the desired temperature and the experimentally measured free carrier concentration. The calculated anisotropic transport coefficients were evaluated along the c-axis and along the a, b axis to define the limits of the randomly oriented nanoparticles present in the experimental setup.

3. Results

3.1 Gram-scale route to hexagonal-shaped plate-like \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \) particles

We adapted our recently developed colloidal synthesis route for the preparation of a targeted \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \) compound via reacting Bi(ac)₃ with Ph₂Se₂/Ph₂Te₂ in a fatty amine solvent at 300 °C. To account for the volatile nature and high vapour pressure of chalcogenides (Te/Se), we used a 10 mol% excess of Ph₃Se/Ph₃Te in our protocol. Since the initial synthesis attempts to prepare 1 g of \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \) were successful, we scaled up the synthesis to provide ~4.6 g of \( \text{Bi}_2\text{Te}_{2.7}\text{Se}_{0.3} \) with a yield of ~92% in a reproducible manner.

According to the XRD analysis (Fig. 1a), the as-synthesized product is a phase-pure material crystallized in the rhombohedral crystal system (space group \( R \bar{3}m \) (no. 166)). Using Rietveld refinement, the unit cell parameters were estimated to be
$a = b = 4.381 \, \text{Å}, c = 30.415 \, \text{Å}, \alpha = \beta = 90^\circ$, and $\gamma = 120^\circ$ (Table 1), which are consistent with previous reports. SEM imaging of the product shows a plate-like appearance of the resultant Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles, predominantly featuring hexagonal shapes. The particles exhibit a quite broad size distribution with the length in the sub-micron/micron-size regime and thickness of about several tens of nanometres, i.e., a few quintuple layers (Fig. 2a). HAADF-STEM observation at low-magnification further verified the hexagonal-shaped plate-like morphology, while the respective STEM-EDX mapping revealed the homogeneous distribution of the Bi, Te, and Se elements in the synthesized particles (Fig. 2b). EDX analysis also shows that the average chemical composition of the particles is Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.26}$, with slightly depleted Se content versus the desired Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ compositions.

To gain information about the fine microstructure and the structural arrangement in Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles synthesized by colloidal synthesis, we further conducted a HAADF-STEM study in conjunction with SAED analysis. Fig. 3 shows representative high-resolution HAADF-STEM images of the as-synthesized

### Table 1  Rietveld refinement parameters of the synthesized Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ nanoplatelets and bulk nanostructured alloys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R_p$</th>
<th>$R_{wp}$</th>
<th>$R_e$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Cell parameters</th>
<th>$D_{\text{avg}}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bi$<em>2$Te$</em>{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ nanocrystals</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>$a = b = 4.381 , \text{Å}, c = 30.415 , \text{Å}$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = \beta = 90^\circ$, $\gamma = 120^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS n-type</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>$a = b = 4.383 , \text{Å}, c = 30.509 , \text{Å}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = \beta = 90^\circ$, $\gamma = 120^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
plate-like particle along the [001] and [210] zone axes, together with the respective SAED patterns. One can observe that the sample is highly crystalline and remarkably defect free. The SAED patterns can be completely indexed in the rhombohedral crystal structure using unit cell parameters estimated by Rietveld refinement (Table 1). The overlaid structural models in high-resolution images agree well with experimental observation (Fig. 3), demonstrating the perfect structural arrangement in the resultant hexagonal-shaped plate-like Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles.

### 3.2 Dense Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ material formed from plate-like particles by SPS

Having in hand a large quantity of highly crystalline Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ plate-like particles, we next used them to fabricate a bulk TE material via SPS employing rapid heating rates. During the SPS cycle, the passage of high current through powder produces localized heating within the grain boundaries, thereby limiting the grain growth and eliminating porosity. According to the XRD analysis (Fig. 1b), the as-sintered Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ pellet (hereafter referred to as BTS) is a phase-pure material with refined rhombohedral unit cell parameters $a = b = 4.385$ Å, $c = 30.509$ Å, $\alpha = \beta = 90^\circ$, and $\gamma = 120^\circ$, which are quite similar to those of the initial plate-like particles above. The average crystallite sizes of the chemically synthesized Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_{0.3}$ particles ($\approx 20$ nm) and sintered BTS samples ($\approx 24$ nm), quantitatively assessed using XRD data employing the Williamson–Hall method (Table 1), indicate that nominal growth occurred during sintering. The relative density of the obtained disk-shaped pellet was measured to be $\approx 95\%$, which is close to the theoretical density. Such a high value may be attributed to an increased interface density within the densely packed microstructure by deterrent grain growth and densification at very fast heating and cooling rates.
3.3 Nearly isotropic electrical transport in bulk nanostructured n-type BTS

Next, we aimed to understand the transport properties of the resultant SPS-sintered BTS materials. Despite the wide range of studies on BTS systems, it is not straightforward to directly compare the transport characteristics between the bulk crystalline material and nanostructured samples. The reason for this is that substantial doping of Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials results in lattice defects$^{29–32}$ which affect the free carrier density and, therefore, transport properties over a wide range.$^{33–35}$ The reported electric conductivity changes from $\sim$0.2–0.4 $\times$ 10$^5$ S m$^{-1}$ for macroscale crystalline ingots$^{36,57}$ and up to $\sim$1.0 $\times$ 10$^5$ S m$^{-1}$ for nanostructured samples.$^{30}$ This is attributed to a higher concentration of defects in the nanostructured material especially at nanoparticle interfaces. Therefore, it is more insightful to compare experimental measurements with the theoretically calculated properties, estimated at the value of chemical potential yielding the same free carrier concentration measured in a particular experiment. This way the effect of different defect concentrations due to different fabrication methods is avoided.

Experimentally, the anisotropy in the electrical transport between the $ab$-plane and the $c$-axis of single crystalline Bi$_2$Te$_3$ alloys has been widely recognized especially in ingots made by unidirectional crystal growing methods.$^{37,58}$ Also, Bi$_2$Te$_3$ and its alloys were found to be susceptible to deformation-induced defects, which affects the electrical transport properties.$^{16,19,30}$ Hence, in the BTS fabricated from plate-like particles, the temperature dependent anisotropy of the electrical transport properties of bulk BTS samples were examined in both the in-plane and cross-plane direction for three subsequent runs, as shown in ESI Fig. S3.† Each measurement scan was carried out only in a heating mode from room temperature to 473 K, which took approx. 2 hours to complete.

The temperature dependent $\sigma$ shown in Fig. S3(a)† along both directions exhibits degenerate semiconducting behavior and is higher at lower temperature for the in-plane direction. This is similar to observations made previously for crystallographically textured n-type Bi$_2$Te$_{3–x}$Se$_x$ and can be ascribed to higher charge carrier mobility along the ($a$, $b$) crystal plane than in the $c$ direction.$^{18}$ The temperature dependent $\alpha$ as shown in Fig. S3(b)† increases with increasing temperature and exhibits negative values of $\alpha$, for measurements along both directions. The measured $\alpha$ vary marginally for lower temperatures and exhibit higher values along the cross-plane direction. However, at higher temperature, the variation becomes more distinct and can be ascribed to the intrinsic excitation of minority charge carriers, which likewise is stabilized for successive measurement runs.

The anisotropic difference observed in as-synthesized sintered BTS alloys along both in-plane and cross-plane measurements for $\sigma$ were significantly reduced and for $\alpha$ is distinctly evident after the initial measurement run that can be attributed to partial annealing that occurs at higher temperature measurements, which subsequently relieves the thermal stress and alleviates lattice defects arisen during rapid sintering. These observations are in line with the previously observed annealing effects on the electrical properties of n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$ for annealing done at 423 K.$^{39}$ The measured $\sigma$ and $\alpha$ remain unaffected over temperature excursions for successive runs in the measured temperature range. The thermally stabilized synthesized BTS were found to exhibit weakened anisotropy as observed previously for nanostructured bulk polycrystalline n-type Bi$_2$Te$_{3–x}$Se$_x$.$^{15,30}$

Due to the disk-shaped sample requirement for thermal diffusivity measurement as shown in Fig. S2(b),† the measurement for thermal transport was done only along the cross-plane direction. Notably, both electrical and thermal characterization in the cross-plane direction for the thermally stabilized sample were analysed and are presented in the subsequent section to marginalise the effect of non-homogeneity and crystallographic orientations introduced during sintering, thus minimizing the possibility of erroneous data.

3.4 Low effective mass and high carrier mobility in n-type BTS

The experimental measurements and theoretical estimations of the temperature-dependent TE transport property of the resultant bulk nanostructured BTS sample are shown in Fig. 4. We first investigated the electrical transport of BTS. The $\sigma$ displayed in Fig. 4a slightly decreases with increasing temperature, indicating a degenerate semiconducting behaviour. The experimental $\sigma$ lies between the theoretical estimates for BTS as

Fig. 4 Temperature-dependent transport properties of synthesized Bi$_2$Te$_{2.7}$Se$_0.3$ nanostructured bulk alloy, BTS (a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c) power factor, (d) electronic thermal conductivity, (e) total and lattice thermal conductivity, and (f) specific heat capacity.$^{22,29,31}$
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a result of optimal carrier concentration $n \approx 2.5 \pm 0.5 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and high carrier mobility $\mu = 240 \pm 5$ cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, which is comparable to previous reports.$^{20,26,30}$ The theoretical dependence of $\sigma$ is the result of competing processes of a growing number of charge carriers along with a rapidly decaying electron–phonon relaxation time (Fig. 4a).

The plot of $\alpha$ is depicted in Fig. 4b, which exhibits negative values ranging from $-120$ to $-145 \mu$V K$^{-1}$, indicating that n-type conduction occurs with electrons as the majority charge carriers. It can be observed that $\alpha$ increases with increasing temperature both experimentally and theoretically, which can be associated to the solubility of Se (at Te sites) in Bi$_2$Te$_3$ that creates donor levels in the band gap of Bi$_2$Te$_3$, leading to favourable modification in the electronic density of states (DOS). This inhibits the onset of intrinsic minority carrier conduction in the synthesized BTS at higher temperature, which is in line with the theoretical estimates predicting an increase in $\alpha$ with temperature and within the similar range. The increasing $\alpha(T)$ estimated theoretically accounts for a considerable presence of minority charge carriers in the measured temperature range due to the narrow band gap of Bi$_2$Te$_3$. The growth of $\alpha$ measured in this work reflects the strong effect of nanostructuring and band-gap engineering on electronic properties in suppressing the bipolar transport within the measured temperature regime.

To further elucidate the degenerate electrical transport of the synthesized BTS, we estimated the carrier effective mass ($m^*$) based on the energy-independent relaxation time approximation using the Pisarenko relationship between $\alpha$ and $n$, which is expressed as $\alpha = (8\pi^2k_B^2/3\hbar^2)m^* \tau(\pi/3n)^{2/3}$, wherein $k_B$ and $\hbar$ are the Boltzmann constant and Planck constant, respectively. Assuming a single parabolic band, $\alpha$ at any given temperature can be described by a unique value of $m^*$. This value for the SPS-sintered BTS at room temperature was calculated to be 0.52m$_e$, where $m_e$ represents the mass of an electron. Thus, the low $m^*$ explains the high $\mu$ and lower values of $\alpha$ attained in the prepared BTS material. The cumulative measurement of electrical transport, i.e., power factor (PF, $\alpha^2\sigma$), revealed a high value, which decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 4c). The PF lies in the range of 1.8–2.1 mW m$^{-1}$ K$^{-2}$, which is closer to theoretical estimates along the $c$-axis and is comparable to previous reports on similar compositions.$^{15,22,29,32}$ Moreover, on average the experimentally attained PF is higher than the theoretical estimates (along the same axis), which may be ascribed to suppressed bipolar conduction, low $m^*$, and high $\mu$.

3.5 Reduced thermal conductivity in BTS due to grain boundary scattering

The electronic thermal conductivity (Fig. 4d) can be experimentally evaluated according to the Wiedemann–Franz law $\kappa_e = L \times \sigma \times T$, where $L$ is the Seebeck-dependent Lorenz number.$^{61}$ The $L$ values are in the range of (1.7–1.8) $\times 10^{-8}$ W Ω K$^{-2}$. Similar to theoretical estimates, the experimental $\kappa_e$ varies marginally in the measured temperature regimes and is in close agreement with estimates along the $c$-axis as anticipated for cross-plane measurements. It is evident that the experimentally measured $\sigma$ and the $\kappa_e$ closely follow the theoretical estimates for a macroscale BTS crystal in the direction of the $c$-axis of the hexagonal lattice, i.e. perpendicular to the plane of easy cleavage and, hence, larger contact area. This is an intriguing observation as it shows that the samples prepared in this work sustain bulk-like electric conductivity, while suppressing lattice thermal conduction.

After revealing the electrical transport characteristics of BTS, we then moved forward with probing thermal transport in the TE material. The total thermal conductivity was calculated using the equation $\kappa = D \times \rho \times C_p$. As shown in Fig. 4e, $\kappa$ is significantly suppressed at lower temperature, which may be ascribed largely to grain boundary scattering by nanostructuring. However, with rising temperature, $\kappa$ increases due to intrinsic excitation, resulting in the ambipolar diffusion of electron–hole pairs. A minimal $\kappa \approx 0.7$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ at 300 K is attained, which is among the lowest reported.$^{22,29,32}$ in a polycrystalline n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based composition and can mainly be attributed to the plate-like microstructural features of the constituting particles (Fig. 2).$^{62}$ The lattice thermal conductivity was calculated using the equation $\kappa_L = \kappa - \kappa_e$ and is presented along with $\kappa$ in Fig. 4e. The $\kappa_L$ is significantly suppressed at lower temperature, which can be attributed to grain boundary scattering resulting from bulk nanostructuring in the SPS-sintered BTS.$^{63}$ The nanosized features specifically target the scattering of low frequency phonons with a long mean free path, as observed in the synthesized bulk nanostructured BTS.

Additionally, alloy scattering supplemented by mass fluctuation due to isoelectronic Se substitution synergistically contribute towards the enhancement of phonon scattering.$^{64}$ Further reduction in the $\kappa_L$ of the synthesized BTS can be achieved using nano-microstructural alteration, doping and disordering by high pressure and high strain deformation.$^{65,66}$ In the $\kappa$ estimation particularly at higher temperatures, the uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of $C_p$ measurements of systems, especially those having substantial latent heats (e.g., during phase transitions), often leads to inaccuracy in calculating their $\kappa$ ($\approx 10%$ or more).$^{67}$ Generally, the temperature-independent Dulong–Petit heat capacity provides a close approximation near room temperature, which can be modeled at higher temperatures assuming linear temperature dependence. The temperature-dependent $C_p$ measurement of the synthesized nanostructured BTS sample shown in Fig. 4f is found to be in close proximity to the Dulong–Petit limit and in a similar range as reported previously.$^{22,29,31}$

3.6 High thermoelectric $ZT_{avg} \approx 0.93$ over 300–473 K range

Fig. 5a shows the $ZT$ values as a function of temperature for the SPS-sintered n-type BTS. The material exhibits high $ZT$ near lower temperatures with a $ZT_{max} \approx 1$ at 373 K for the cross-plane direction, which is comparable to the highest $ZT$ in n-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based TE materials.$^{15,22,29,32}$ The low effective mass, high carrier mobility, and relatively low $\kappa_L$ boost the TE performance of the as-synthesized n-type Bi$_2$Te$_2$Se$_{0.3}$ alloy to the state-of-the-art level. Furthermore, the $ZT_{avg}$ in the measured temperature range is evaluated using$^{67}$
The observed excellent average $ZT_{avg} \approx 0.93$ in the low temperature range i.e. 300–473 K is attributed to the synergistic combination of reduced $\kappa$ and maintained high power factor in the measured temperature range. In support of the fact that our BTS is a good TE material, we further considered its compatibility factor, which is an important characteristic for real TE device application. Even in the case of high temperature sources, the thermo-elements can be segmented by using Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials at low temperature ends, since they are the best available TE materials for low temperature applications. The efficacy of such segmentation is calculated by the TE compatibility factor

$$CF = \frac{\sqrt{1 + ZT} - 1}{\alpha T}$$

The CF of the SPS-sintered n-type BTS nanostructured alloys is shown in Fig. 5b. From an applicability perspective in segmentation, the difference in CF for the two TE materials should be less than a factor of 2. The calculated CF of our TE material decreases with increasing temperature as a result of its further consideration of its compatibility factor, which is an important characteristic for real TE device application. Even in the case of high temperature sources, the thermo-elements can be segmented by using Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials at low temperature ends, since they are the best available TE materials for low temperature applications. The efficacy of such segmentation is calculated by the TE compatibility factor $CF = \frac{\sqrt{1 + ZT} - 1}{\alpha T}$. The CF of the SPS-sintered n-type BTS nanostructured alloys is shown in Fig. 5b. From an applicability perspective in segmentation, the difference in CF for the two TE materials should be less than a factor of 2. The calculated CF of our TE material decreases with increasing temperature as a result of its further consideration of its compatibility factor, which is an important characteristic for real TE device application. Even in the case of high temperature sources, the thermo-elements can be segmented by using Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials at low temperature ends, since they are the best available TE materials for low temperature applications. The efficacy of such segmentation is calculated by the TE compatibility factor $CF = \frac{\sqrt{1 + ZT} - 1}{\alpha T}$. The CF of the SPS-sintered n-type BTS nanostructured alloys is shown in Fig. 5b. From an applicability perspective in segmentation, the difference in CF for the two TE materials should be less than a factor of 2. The calculated CF of our TE material decreases with increasing temperature as a result of its further consideration of its compatibility factor, which is an important characteristic for real TE device application. Even in the case of high temperature sources, the thermo-elements can be segmented by using Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials at low temperature ends, since they are the best available TE materials for low temperature applications. The efficacy of such segmentation is calculated by the TE compatibility factor $CF = \frac{\sqrt{1 + ZT} - 1}{\alpha T}$.

4. Discussion

4.1 Correlation of chemical synthesis with high TE performance

The scalable synthesis of phase pure and highly crystalline nanomaterials with homogeneous and controllable chemical composition, size, and shape is a pre-requisite to commercialize the newly developed approaches to production levels. Traditionally, Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based alloys were mainly synthesized employing high-temperature alloying, wherein high purity elemental precursors are co-melted at temperatures above 773 K, and kept for a prolonged period of time at such elevated temperature for homogeneous mixing, followed by gradual cooling. For large-scale commercial applications, zone melting is a commonly used production technology for Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials and devices. Despite higher power factors achieved in several studies, a proportional increase in $\kappa$ due to coupling had largely limited efforts aimed towards $ZT$ enhancement. Although orienting crystallographic planes by texturing and deformation were found effective to achieve higher $ZT$, the anisotropic trends of TE transport due to deformation-induced defects are not well established as higher $ZT$ were achieved both in planes parallel and perpendicular to the pressing direction.

The nanostructuring approaches for $\kappa$ reduction by random grain orientations and grain size reduction often tend to impede the carrier transport, thereby deteriorating $\mu$ in nanocrystalline materials. In principle, $ZT$ could be greatly improved if nanostructured grains were preferentially oriented to achieve $\kappa$ reduction while maintaining the high power factor. Herein, a novel large-scale chemical alloying synthesis that allows precise substitutional doping has been demonstrated for the synthesis of a bulk nanostructured BTS alloy at a much lower temperature and energy requirement than traditionally used energy-intensive processes such as ball milling and melt-spinning. This approach combines a colloidal synthesis method and thermal SPS processing under controlled heating conditions under inert atmosphere. Moreover, the uniaxial pressure and optimal sintering conditions assist the favorable orientation of particle domains with limited grain growth. We show that this preparation approach allows the realization of a ca. 5 g batch of Bi$_2$Te$_3$ and its derivatives with nearly stoichiometric chemical doping.

It is widely acknowledged that different synthesis methodology results in distinct physical and transport properties, highlighting the vital role of material processing. The nanostructuring routes that were implemented for bulk TEs mainly comprise two steps: (i) producing nanostructured powders and (ii) their consolidation into bulk by sintering. A comparison of the presented methodology with nanostructuring approaches, such as solvothermal, hydrothermal, melt-spinning, and ball milling, in the recent literature for pristine Bi$_2$Te$_2.7$Se$_0.3$ bulk nanostructured alloys is summarized in Fig. 6. This comparison suggests that the attained $ZT$ is in the measured
temperature range is comparable to those obtained through other nanostructuring routes, and can also give rise to the scalable synthesis of high-performance Bi₂Te₃-based TE materials. Further ZT enhancement is achievable in the synthesized bulk nanostructured BTS by applying hot deformation,31,32,76 liquid state manipulation,16,75 doping (via Cu, 32 K,77 and In78 dopants), and nanocomposite (using SnS₂,79 GaAs,80 and InSb90 nanoparticles) approaches.

4.2 High ZT from high carrier mobility and low frequency phonon scattering

The BTS alloy prepared from the high quality Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ plate-like particles is a solid solution of bismuth telluride with the isomorphous bismuth selenide, which displays high μ with optimal n and reduced κ. Thus, the nanostructure-induced enhanced scattering of phonons in this solid solution does not reduce the μ resulting in high PF and low κ, which synergistically led to favourable thermal and electrical transport for achieving high ZT. The experimentally measured electrical properties exhibit inverse correlation with α and σ with n-type degenerate semiconducting charge transport, in close agreement to the theoretically estimated mixed conduction. The suppressed bipolar conduction and shifting of thermal excitation of minority charge carriers to higher temperature resulted in improved electrical transport that corroborated the theoretical estimates, which does not account for nanostructuring.

The ultra-low κ₁ attained in the BTS alloy was mainly attributed to the enhanced grain boundary scattering of low frequency phonons (dominant in near room temperature regimes) by arrays of dislocations at semi-coherent grain boundaries and micro-, sub-micro-, and nano-scale domains in the lattice structure (Fig. 2). Such a microstructure will allow selective scattering of only phonons and will not impact electrons/holes, which have relatively longer wavelengths as indicated by higher μ, thus attaining higher σ (Fig. 4a). Our current data indicate that a combination of large-scale colloidal synthesis of Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ plate-like particles with judicious spark plasma sintering is critical for achieving high ZTₘₐₓ ≈ 1.373 K) and remarkable ZTₐᵥₐₓ ≈ 0.93 (300–473 K). Importantly, these values are among the highest reported for n-type Bi₂Te₃-based TE alloys.15–32,29–32

5. Conclusion

In summary, we have reported the large-scale colloidal synthesis of hexagonal-shaped plate-like Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ particles. Their detailed characterization revealed the phase purity, high crystallinity, and chemical uniformity of the as-synthesized material. The Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ particles were consolidated into a dense bulk material by time-efficient spark plasma sintering and the resultant n-type thermally stabilized Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ alloy demonstrates high room temperature carrier mobility of ca. 240 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ at an optimal carrier concentration of ca. 2.5 × 10¹⁹ cm⁻³, achieving a higher average power factor of ≈ 2 mW m⁻¹ K⁻². The micro-, sub-micro-, and nano-scale features of constituent Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ particles were reflected in the ultra-low room temperature total thermal conductivity of ca. 0.7 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ in the sintered material. Thereby, the as-prepared Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ alloy delivers a high figure of merit ZT ≈ 1 at 373 K with average ZT ≈ 0.93 (300–473 K). The potential of bulk nanostructuring in Bi₂Te₂.₇Se₀.₃ alloys is corroborated by comparing the experimental outcomes of TE transport with theoretical estimates obtained by ab initio modeling. The enhancement in ZT is primarily ascribed to suppressed bipolar conduction leading to a higher power factor with a simultaneous reduction in lattice thermal conductivity due to the significant grain boundary scattering by bulk nanostructuring.
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